
• Maria MacPhail has started chemo for her cancer.  Please 
continue prayers for her over the next three months of 
treatments. (3/10)  

• Genny Elliott is seeking prayer support that Jess and Josh 
will find a place to live before May and that the medical 
treatment she, Genny, is receiving will be sufficient and 

contain the problem. (3/5) 

• Update: The family is anticipating moving Adele Harris to 

a rehab facility this week. She will continue a long-term 
course of antibiotics and PT to recover in preparation for a 
permanent hip replacement. (3/5) 

• Praise the Lord! Denise Wright's biopsy came back benign. 
Please join us in prayer for Denise Wright's mother-in-law, 

Shirley, who is under hospice care with liver cancer. (3/5) 

• Update. Wade Van Beusichem has been released from the 
hospital and Wendy thanks everyone for their prayers. (3/5) 

• We have a special request that we pray for those we love 
who have mental health issues.  Pray that they will find the 

Lord and seek help. Also, that God will continue to uphold 
the families that it affects. (3/3) 

• Bev Rogers has been admitted to Samaritan Hospital after a 

small stroke. Please pray with us that God's healing hand 
would be upon her and His Presence would flood her heart 

with peace during this difficult time. (3/2) 

• Update: Jim Spenst, Dave Ewert's nephew, severely 

weakened and hospitalized after a rejection of his liver 
transplant, has had treatments fail to reverse the rejection. 
Thank you for your prayers for Jim and his wife Bonnie who 

continue to hope for healing from the Lord. (3/2) 

• Someone in fear of losing their job and struggling already 

with finances. (2/26) 

• A friend struggling with depression and PTSD. We are 
praying for renewed hope and the deeper healing that 

God's presence can bring. (2/20) 

• A mother praying that the Lord would fill the hearts of her 

children and that they would feel His peace, love, and joy. 
(2/20) 

• Update: Repair of the Happy Kids Daycare after a broken 
water pipe continues to be delayed and make-shift plans 

are in place (e.g., the fellowship hall is being used during 
the week). We continue to pray for all concerned, and that 

the repair work will soon be completed. (2/20) 

• George Longworth Sr. is recovering 
from surgery to repair a broken hip 
after a fall. George has flown to be 

with him in NYC and Karen will 
return from Georgia in a few days. 
(2/15) 

• Tatum, a 15-year-old receiving 
cancer treatments. (2/12) 

• Brian Mattiske continues to battle 

cancer and his family remains 
hopeful that his targeted chemo will 

be effective. Thank you for 
continued prayers. (2/12) 

• John Puyette III, an uncle of the 

Mattiske family, is a military veteran 
battling severe PTSD and mental 

illness. (2/12) 

• Mary Ann, after cancer-related 
surgery. (2/12) 

• Beth Pritchett, a friend and co-
worker of Michele Warner has 

passed away. Please pray for God’s 
comfort to be poured out on her 
friends and family (three children - 

Elisabeth, Gracelyn, and Michael). 
(2/9) 

South Florida Mission 
April 10-15 

We are praying for all those 

involved with the trip (whether 

going or supporting and sending) 

that they will grow closer to God, to 

their families, and to a hurting 

humanity. 

ERC's Mission Team is praising the 

Lord for the family and friends who 

are donating funds to the trip. 

Thank you, Lord! (3/5) 


